Abstract. Coordination of large numbers of unmanned aerial vehicles is difficult due to the limited communication bandwidth available to maintain cohesive activity in a dynamic, often hostile and unpredictable environment. We have developed an integrated coordination algorithm based on the movement of tokens around a network of actors. Possession of a token represents exclusive access to the task or resource represented by the token or exclusive ability to propogate the information represented by the token. The movement of tokens is governed by a local decision theoretic model that determines what to do with the tokens in order to maximize expected utility. The result is effective coordination between large numbers of UAVs with very little communication. However, the overall movement of tokens can be very complex and, since it relies on heuristics, configuration parameters need to be tuned for a specific scenario or preferences. To allow rapid tuning of the configuration for a particular scenario, we have developed a neural network model of the relationship between configuration and environment parameters and performance. A human uses the model to rapidly configure a team or even reconfigure the team online, as the environment changes.
Intro
Efficient, effective automated or semi-automated coordination of large numbers of cooperative heterogeneous software agents, robots and humans has the potential to revolutionize the way complex tasks are performed in a variety of domains. From military operations, to disaster response [26, 58] to commerce [35] to space [18] , automated coordination can decrease operational costs, risk and redundancy while increasing efficiency, flexibility and success rates. To achieve this promise, scalable algorithms need to be found for the key problems in coordination. Unfortunately, these problems, including deciding how to allocate tasks and resources, deciding when and what to communicate and planning, have NP-complete or worse computational complexity and thus require approximate solutions.
While automated coordination is a very active research area (e.g., [56, 61, 19] ), previous work has failed to produce algorithms or implementations that meet the challenges of coordinating large numbers of heterogeneous actors in complex environments. Most algorithms developed for key problems do not scale to very large problems (e.g., optimal search techniques [32, 33] ), though some scale better than others (e.g., markets [18] ). The rare algorithms that do scale effectively typically either make unreasonable assumptions or are very specialized for a specific problem (e.g., emergent behavior [45] ). Algorithms that have been shown to be scalable often rely on some degree of centralization [31] , which may not always be desirable or feasible.
The solution relies on three novel ideas. The first novel idea is to use tokens, encapsulate both information and control, as the basis for all coordination. For each aspect of the coordination, e.g., each task to be assigned, there is a token representing that aspect. Control information, included with the token, allows actors to locally decide what to do with the token. For example, a task token contains control information allowing an actor to decide whether to perform the task or pass it off for another actor. Movement of tokens from actor to actor, implements the coordination. The effect of encapsulating the piece of the overall coordination with its control information is to ensure that everything required for a particular decision, e.g., whether a particular actor should perform a particular task, is localized to the actor currently holding the respective token. This reduces required communication and avoids many of the problems that arise when required information is distributed. The key is to be able to find control rules and control information that can be encapsulated in the token and allow decisions about that token to be made relatively independantly of decisions about other tokens. We have developed such algorithms for a range of key coordination problems including task allocation [53] , reactive plan instantiation [52] , resource allocation, information sharing [63] and sensor fusion.
The efficiency of the token based coordination algorithms depends on the routing of the tokens around the network of actors. Individual actors build up local models of what types of things their neighbors in the network are most interested in and use these models to decide where to send a token (if at all) [64] . Previous work has shown that even relatively poor (i.e., often inaccurate) local routing models can dramatically improve overall performance of a particular coordination algorithm [63] . The second novel idea in this work is to exploit the homogeneity of tokens, i.e., the fact that all aspects of coordination are represented with tokens, to allow actors to exploit the movement of tokens for one coordination algorithm to improve the flow of tokens for another coordination algorithm. The inituition is that, e.g., knowing something about a task allocation should help the resource allocation which should in turn help dissemination of important information. For example, if actor A knows that actor B is performing a fire fighting task in Pittsburgh, it can infer that resources physically located in Phillidelphia will not be of interest to actor B and save the overhead of involving actor B in algorithms for allocating those resources. Our results show that exploiting synergies between coordination algorithms dramatically improves overall coordination performance.
The third novel idea in this work is to develop a general purpose meta-level reasoning layer, distributed across the team. The meta-reasoning is conceptually "above" the token flows and manipulates the movement of tokens in one of two ways. First, the meta-reasoning layer can extract and manipulate particular tokens when behavior is not as required. For example, the meta-reasoning layer may notice that a particular task allocation token is unable to find any actor to perform the task it represents and bring that unfilled task assignment to the attention of a human who can decide what to do. Tokens can be safely extracted because everything related to that token is encapsulated within the token. Second, the meta-reasoning layer can configure control parameters on all tokens to manipulate the token flows to maximize current performance requirements. For example, when communication bandwidth is tightly constrained the meta-reasoning can configure the tokens to move less (at a cost of quality of performance.) We use a neural network model of the relationships between control parameters and performance to allow rapid search for parameter settings to meet current performance requirements and online reconfiguration to adapt to changing requirements.
In previous work, we have shown that by leveraging a logical, static network connecting all coordinated actors, some coordination algorithms can be made to effectively scale to very large problems [49] . The approach used the network to relax some of the requirements to communicate and made it possible to apply theories of teamwork [9, 56] in large groups. The key was the small worlds property of the network [59] which requires that any two agents are connected by a small number of intermediate agents, despite having a relatively small number of direct neighbors. The token-based algorithms leverage this network when moving around the team The integrated token-based approach has been implemented both in abstracted simulation environments and as a part of domain independant coordination software called Machinetta [50] . The abstract simulation environments show the effectiveness of the token based ideas across a very wide range of situations. In this simulation environment, the token-based algorithms have been shown to be extremely scalable, comfortably coordinating groups of up to 5000 actors. Machinetta is a public domain software module that has been used in several domains [50, 49, 54] , including for control of unmanned aerial vehicles. Machinetta uses the concept of a proxy [42, 23] which gives each actor a semiautonomous module encapsulating the coordination reasoning. The proxies work together in a distributed way to implement the coordination. Experiments with upto 200 Machinetta proxies running the token based algorithms have shown that fully distributed coordination feasible.
Problem Description
Target Application: Coordinated Wide Area Search Munitions Our current domain of interest is coordination of large groups of Wide Area Search Munitions (WASMs). WASMs are a cross between an unmanned aerial vehicle and a standard munition. The WASM has fuel for about 30 minutes of flight, after being launched from an aircraft. The WASM cannot land, hence it will either end up hitting a target or self destructing. The sensors on the WASM are focused on the ground and include video with automatic target recognition, ladar and GPS. It is not currently envisioned that WASMs will have an ability to sense other objects in the air. WASMs will have reliable high bandwidth communication with other WASMs and with manned aircraft in the environment. These communication channels will be required to transmit data, including video streams, to human controllers, as well as for the WASM coordination.
The concept of operations for WASMs are still under development, however, a wide range of potential missions are emerging as interesting [7, 12] . A driving example for our work is for teams of WASMs to be launched from AC-130 aircraft supporting special operations forces on the ground. The AC-130 is a large, lumbering aircraft, vulnerable to attack from the ground. While it has an impressive array of sensors, those sensors are focused directly on the small area of ground where the special operations forces are operating making it vulnerable to attack. The WASMs will be launched as the AC-130s enter the battlespace. The WASMs will protect the flight path of the manned aircraft into the area of operations of the special forces, destroying ground based threats as required. Once an AC-130 enters a circling pattern around the special forces operation, the WASMs will set up a perimeter defense, destroying targets of opportunity both to protect the AC-130 and to support the soldiers on the ground. Even under ideal conditions there will be only one human operator on board each AC-130 responsible for monitoring and controlling the WASMs. Hence, high levels of autonomous operation and coordination are required of the WASMs themselves. However, because the complexity of the battlefield environment and the severe consequences of incorrect decisions, it is expected that human experience and reasoning will be extremely useful in assisting the team in effectively and safely achieving their goals. Many other operations are possible for WASMs, if issues related to coordinating large groups can be adequately resolved. Given their relatively low cost compared to Surface-to-Air Missiles (SAMs), WASMs can be used simply as decoys, finding SAMs and drawing fire. WASMs can also be used as communication relays for forward operations, forming an adhoc network to provide robust, high bandwidth communications for ground forces in a battle zone. Since a WASM is "expendible", it can be used for reconnasiance in dangerous areas, providing realtime video for forward operating forces. While our domain of interest is teams of WASMs, the issues that need to be addressed have close analogies in a variety of other domains. For example, coordinating resources for disaster response involves many of the same issues [26] , as does intelligent manufacturing [44] and business processes.
The problem of coordination we are dealing with here can be informally described as determining who does what at which time and with which shared resources and information. In the following, we provide a formal description of this coordination problem.
Team Oriented Plans and Joint Activities
Each member of the team a ∈ A has a copy of the Team Oriented Plan templates, T emplates that describe the joint activities that need to be undertaken in particular situations [43] . These templates are defined offline by a domain expert. Each template, template ∈ T emplates has preconditions, template pre under which it should be instantiated into a joint activity, α i . The template may also have parameters, template param that encode specifics of a particular instance. The same template may be instantiated multiple times when with different parameters. The joint activity should be terminated when certain postconditions, template post are met. These postconditions may be a function of template param . The templates whose preconditions but not postconditions are satisfied at time t are written JointActs(t, T emplates).
A joint activity, α i , breaks a complex activity down into tasks, T asks(α i ) = {task 1 i , . . . , task n i }, each intended to be performed by a single actor. Constraints, constraints(α i ), exist between the tasks including constraints on the sequencing of tasks, the simultaneous (or not) execution of tasks and whether tasks are alternative ways of doing the same thing. The set of roles that should be executed at time t to achieve α i , given the constraints, at time t is written CurrT asks(α i , t) = f (T asks(α i ), Constraints(α i )). Each team member has a capability to perform each task, which is written as capability(a, task, t). This capability may change over time as, e.g., an agent moves around the environment. Notice that the actual value of assigning a particular actor to a particular task depends also on which resources and information that actor has, as described beow. A template i does not specify which actor should perform which task nor which resources will be used nor what what coordination must take place [43] .
For example, in a disaster response domain there may be a template for evacuating a burning building, template evacuate . The template will be instantiated when there is a building on fire containing civilians, i.e., template pre = F ireInBuildingX and CiviliansInBuildingX and parameterized with the specific building to be evacuated, i.e., template param = BuildingX. The template breaks the evacuation job down into individual activities for checking each floor and for broadcasting a message over the building's emergency broadcast system. Fire fighters will have a different inherent capability to clear floors of the building than robots.
Associates Network The associates network arranges the whole team into a small worlds network defined by N (t) = ∪ a∈A n(a), where n(a) are the neighbors of agent a in the network. The minimum number of agents a message must pass through to get from one agent to another via the associates network is the distance between those agents. For example, if agents a 1 and a 3 are not neighbors but share a neighbor distance(a 1 , a 3 ) = 1. We require that the network be a small worlds network, which imposes two constraints. First, ∀a ∈ A, |n(a)| < K, where K is a small integer, typically less than 10. Second, ∀a i , a j ∈ A, distance(a i , a j ) < D where D is a small integer, typically less than 10.
The Value of Information
Events and circumstances in the environment are represented discretely as beliefs, b ∈ Belief s. Individual actors will not necessarily know all current beliefs, but typically some subset K a ∈ Belief s. If the environment is fully observable then a∈A K a = Belief s otherwise a∈A K a ⊂ Belief s. When an actor is assigned to a task (see below) having knowledge of particular beliefs can improve how well the actor can perform the task. The value of a piece of information is dependant on the environment, the task, the actor and time and is written value(b, a, task, time) → R. For example, when a robot with vision based sensing is assigned to search a building for trapped civilians, knowledge of where smoke is in the building is less important than to a robot using infrared or acoustic sensors (listening for voices) than using vision. While in general the mapping between tasks, agents, information and value is very complex, in practical applications it is often straightforward to find reasonable, compact approximations.
Resources
To perform assigned tasks, actors may need resources, Resources = {r 1 , . . . , r n }. In this work, resources are modeled as being freely assignable to any actor and never being exhausted, however only one actor can have access to a resource at any one time 1 . A task's need for a resource is modeled as being independant of which actor is performing the task. Often there is a set of resources that are interchangable, in so far as any one of the resources is just as effective as any of the others. Such sets are written IR = {r i , . . . , r n }. Some interchangable resources, task need = {IR 1 , . . . , IR m }, are necessary for execution of the task. This means that without access to at least one resource from each IR ∈ task need no actor can execute this task. Another set of interchangable resources, task usef ul = {IR 1 , . . . , IR k } are useful to the execution of the task, although the task can be executed without access to one of the interchanable resources.
Assignment of a resource, r, to actor, a, is written assigned(r, a). The resources assigned to an actor are resouces(a). Since a resource cannot be assigned to more than one agent, we require ∀a,
Consider a task for a fire fighter to extinguish a small fire. To perform this task, any fire fighter must have a hose and access to one of the fire hydrants within range of the fire. All possible hoses are modeled as a single interchangable, necessary resource. Any fire proof suit will allow the fire fighter to get closer to the fire, which improves their ability to fight the fire, but is not essential. All possible fire suits are modeled as interchangable, useful resources.
Assignments and Optimization
As stated informally above, the basic aim of coordination is to decide who does what, when with which resources. This first requires determining what templates should be instantiated into joint activities, α 1 , . . . , α n . The joint activities define the current set of tasks that need to be assigned to actors. Any templates that are not instantiated, but should be, because their preconditions are satisfied or should be terminated because their postconditions are satisfied, cost the team value. Performance of any tasks for joint activities that should have been terminated provide no value to the team. As described above, the joint activities that should be executed at time t are JointActs(t, T emplates).
T asks!(t) = α∈JointActs(t,T emplates) CurrT asks(α, t) defines the set of tasks that give value to the team if assigned to capable team members at time t. The set of tasks that are assigned to an actor, a, is written tasks(a). As with resources, tasks should be assigned to only one actor, hence ∀a, b ∈ A, a = b, tasks(a) ∩ tasks(b) = ∅. The value an actor provides to the team is a function of the tasks assigned to it, the resources assigned to it and the information it knows, contrib(a, tasks(a), resources(a), K a , t) → R. This function can be a complex function since interactions between tasks and knowledge can be very intricate, but in practice simple linear functions are often used to approximate it. In the case that the task t / ∈ T asks!(t) the agent team can recieve no value for the execution of the task. The overall coordination problem can be described as:
Typically, communication between actors is not free or is limited in some way (e.g., total volume). Optimization of Equation 1 should be performed taking into account these communications limitations.
Algorithms
To implement coordination in a large team we encapsulate anything that needs to be shared in a token. Specifically, tokens represent any belief that needs to be shared, any assignable task or any shared resource. Tokens cannot be copied or duplicated, but can be passed from actor to actor along links in the network connecting them. A token, ∆, contains two types of information content and control. The content component describes the belief, task or resource represented by the token. The control component captures the information that is required to allow each agent decide whether to keep or pass on the token to maximise the expected value to the team. The precise nature of the control component depends on the type of token, e.g., role or resource, and is discussed in more detail below. However, common to all is the path the token has followed through the team, denoted ∆.path. In the remainder of this section, we describe how key coordination algorithms are implemented via the use of tokens. Notice, below when an actor decides to move a token to another actor it calls P ass. In the next section, we describe how the P ass function sends the token from a to the a ∈ n(a) that is most likely to benefit from reciept of the token, e.g., most likley to be able to use the resource represented by a resource token.
Information Sharing Members of a large team will commonly locally sense information that is useful to the execution of another agents tasks. The value of this information to a team member executing a task was formally defined in Section 2.2. However, it is not necessarily the case that the agent locally sensing the information will know which of its teammates needs information or even that a teammate needs it at all. We have developed a token-based algorithm for proactive sharing of such information that efficiently gets the information to any agent that needs it. The algorithm is described in detail in [63] . The control information for an information token is simply the number of hops through the team that the information token will be allowed to make before it is assumed that any team mate that needs the information actually has it. Algorithm 1 provides the pseudo code for local processing of an information token.
Algorithm 1: Information Token Algorithm
Where token.T T L is the number of remaining hops the token can take. Efficient values for token.T T L are determined emperically and tend to be approximately log(|A|).
Template Instantiation and Joint Activity Deconfliction To instantiate a plan template, template i , into a joint activity, α i , requires that some team member know that the preconditions, template pre , for the plan are satisfied. Since preconditions for a particular template may be sensed locally by different team members, belief sharing via information tokens is required to ensure that at least one actor knows all the preconditions. However, if multiple actors get to know the same preconditions, it may happen that the template is instantiated multiple times and the team's effort is wasted on multiple executions of the same plan. Our approach to this problem is described in detail in [29] , in this chapter we just provide a brief overview. The approach to avoiding plan duplicates uses two ideas. First, an actor can choose not to instantiate a template (at least for some time), despite knowing the preconditions hold and not knowing of another instantiation. For example, in some cases an actor might wait a random amount of time to see if it hears about another instance before instantiating a plan. Second, once it does instantiate the template into a joint activity it informs each of its neighbours in the associates network. Any actor accepting a role in the joint activity must also inform its neighbors about the joint activity. It turns out that despite only a relatively small percentage of the team knowing about a particular joint activity instance, there is very high probability of at least one team member knowing about both copies of any duplicated team activity. A team member detecting a duplicate plan instantiation is obliged to inform the actors that instantiated the duplicate plans (this information is kept with the information token informing of the initiation of the joint activity) who can then initiate a straightforward deconfliction process.
Task Allocation Once joint activities are instantiated from templates, the individual tasks that make up the joint activity must be assigned to individual actors. Our algorithm for task allocation is extensively described and evaluated in [53] . A task token is created for each task, t ∈ T asks(α). The holder of the task token has the exclusive right to execute the task and must either do so or pass the token to a teammate. First, the actor must decide whether it is in the best interests of the team for it to perform the task represented by the token (Alg 2, line 6). A task tokens control information is the minimum capability (capability(a, task, t)) an actor must have in order to perform the task, task. This threshold is the control component of the token. The token is passed around the team until it is held by an actor with capability above threshold for the task and without other tasks that would prevent it from performing the task. Computing thresholds that maximize expected utility is a key part of this algorithm and is described in [53] . The threshold is calculated once (Alg 2, line 5), when the task arises due to team plan instantiation. A token's threshold therefore reflects the state of the world when it was created. As the world changes, actors will be able to respond by changing the threshold for newly-created tokens. This allows the team flexibility in dealing with dynamics by always seeking to maximize expected utility based on the most current information available.
Once the threshold is satisfied, the actor must check whether it can perform the task give other responsibilities (Alg. 2, line 9). If it cannot, it must choose a task(s) to reject and pass the respective tokens to a neighbor in the network (Alg. 2, lines 10 and 12). The actor keeps the tasks that maximize the use of its capabilities (performed in the MaxCap function, Alg. 2, line 10), and so acts in a locally optimal manner. Extensions to this algorithm allow efficient handling of constraints between tasks.
Algorithm 2: Task Token
PassOn(token) /* threshold < Cap */
Resource Allocation
Efficient teams must be able to assign resources to actors that can make best use of those resources. As described above tasks have both necessary and useful resources. Since there is no global view of which actor is doing which task, the process of allocating resources to tasks is fully distributed. Each shareable, discrete resource is represented by an individual token. As with task tokens, control information on the token is in the form of a threshold. An actor can hold the resource token, and thus have exclusive access to the resource, if it computes its need for the token as being above the threshold. However, unlike task tokens, thresholds for resource tokens are dynamic. When an actor has a resource it slowly increases the threshold (up to some maximum value) and continues checking whether its need for the resource is above that threshold. When the token moves around the team, the threshold is slowly descreases until it is accepted by some agent. The combination of moving the threshold up and down ensures that whichever actor needs the resource most at a particular point in time gets that resource. Sensor Fusion Individual sensors of individual actors may not be sufficient to determine the state of some part of the environment. For example, a single UAV may not have a sufficiently high fidelity sensor suite to independantly determine that an enemy tank is concealed in a forest. However, multiple sensor readings by multiple actors can result in the team having sufficiently high confidence in a determination of the state to take an action. However, in a cooperative mobile team an actor will not always have accurate knowledge about where other actors are and hence will not know which team mates might have readings to confirm or refute its own. We encapsulate each sensor reading in an information token and forward the token across the team. Each actor individually performs sensor fusion on the information that it has and creates a new information token with the fused belief when it is able to combine multiple low confidence readings into a single high confidence reading. The key to this algorithm is that despite each token visiting a relatively small number of team members there is high probability that some team member will get to see multiple sensor readings for the same event, if they exist. As with information tokens, the control information for sensor-reading tokens (i.e., information tokens) is the number of additional hops a token should make before assuming it cannot be fused at the current time (i.e., T T L).
Efficient token-based coordination depends on how well tokens are routed, i.e., how efficiently they pass from actor to actor to where the are most needed. Since routing decisions are made locally, actors must build local models of the state of the team to make appropriate routing decisions. Notice that whether to pass a token on is a function of the control information on the token, but where to route a token, if that is the decision, is a function of the local model of state. In this section, we describe an algorithm to maintain the localized decision model by utilizing previously received tokens. We assume that there is a known relationship between tokens, called relevance. We define the relevance relationship between tokens ∆ i and ∆ j as Rel(∆ i , ∆ j ). Rel(∆ i , ∆ j ) > 1 indicates that an agent interested in ∆ i will also be interested in ∆ j , while Rel(∆ i , ∆ j ) < 1 indicates that an agent interested in ∆ i is unlikely to be interested in ∆ j . If Rel(∆ i , ∆ j ) = 1 then nothing can be inferred. When an agent receives two tokens for which Rel(∆ i , ∆ j ) > 1 they are more likely to be usable in concert to obtain a reward for the team. For example, when an actor gets a task token ∆ t and resource token ∆ r representing a necessary resource for the task, Rel(∆ t , ∆ r ) > 1 and passing them to the same acquaintance is more likely to gain reward for the team than passing them to different acquaintances.
Updating Decision Model according to Previous Tokens
Each actor maintains a matrix P [∆, a] → R that estimates that for each possible token, the probability that each of its associates would be the best to pass that token to. For example, P [∆ k , a] = 0.2 indicates that the actor estimates that the probability associate a is the best of its associates to pass token ∆ k to is 0.2. Notice that in the implementation we do not actually store the entire matrix but calculate it as needed, but in the following we assume so for clarity.
The update function of agent α's P α based on an incoming token ∆ j , written as δ P (P α [∆ i , b], ∆ j ) leverages Bayes' Rule as following:
f irst extracts from the recorded path of the token the acquataince of the actor that earliest had the token. P is then normalized to ensure b∈N (α) P α [∆ j , b] = 1. The first case in Eqn. 2 is the most important. The probability that d is the best agent to receive ∆ i is updated according to Rel(∆ i , ∆ j ). The second case in the equation changes the probability of sending that token to agents other than the sender in a way that ensures the subsequent normalization has the desired effect. Finally, the third case encodes the idea that an actor should typically not pass a token back from where it came. Details about how Rel is computed to ensure appropriate behavior can be found in [64] .
Human-in-the-Loop
The token-based process described above works effectively at controlling large teams. However, for real-world teams it is essential to have a human-in-theloop, controlling the behavior of the team. The need for such control stems from two key reasons. First, the heuristics used to coordinate the team will not always work effectively and sometimes human "common sense" will be required to ensure appropriate behavior. Second, the human may have preferences for tradeoffs given the current situation, e.g., a willingness to trade off the quality of task allocation provided bandwidth is reduced. These two rationales for human control imply an ability for control at both a high and low level and over a wide range of aspects of behavior. Fortunately, the homogeneity of the token-based algorithms allows an effective and general control layer to be built on top of the control flows providing powerful control for a human user (or users.) The effect is to allow meta-reasoning over the token-based coordination. The specific approach we have developed has two components, one for high level control and another for more detailed control.
High-Level Control
The high level control component allows the user to tradeoff high level performance measures such as the message bandwidth versus performance task allocation versus resource allocation. To do this we need a model of the interaction between the environment algorithm configuration and performance. However, the relationship turns out to be very complex, denying straightforward means of modeling it. Moreover, non-determining leads to a relatively high standard deviation in performance. To represent the highly non-linear relationship between the environment, configuration and performance of the team, we used multilayer feed-forward neural networks, capable of representing any arbitrary function [38] . With inspirations from the idea of dynamic rearrangement [13] , we use the concept, called Dynamic Neural Networks [39] [40] , which allows all internal nodes in the network to act stochastically and independently even though all external input data remain unchanged.
We trained the multilayer feed-forward neural network using genetic algorithms because of the high standard deviation of the function being modelled. Moreover, in genetic algorithms, the unit of adaptation is not an individual agent, but a population of agents, which is excellent for dealing with very huge and noisy training data set. The fitness function was the average of square error between target output and actual output as follows:
Where D is the set of training data (d ∈ D), P is the set of system performance measures (p ∈ P ), O d p,t is the target output of the p th performance parameter of the data entry d, and O d p,a is the actual output of the p th performance parameter of the data entry d. The genetic algorithm training function attempts to minimize this function. The learning process converged to 20 percent error quickly and slowly converged to 15 percent error after that. Future work will look at making more accurate models. Team Control Interface A user interface, shown in Figure 2 was developed for working with the dynamic neural network model. There are two key interaction modes: input-to-output where the model shows the expected performance of a particular setup; and output-to-input where the model shows the optimal configuration to achieve a specified performance profile. In input-to-output mode the interface simply provide inputs to the neural network and displays the output, but the output-to-input mode is more complex.
Output-to-Input Mode Using the team neural network in "reverse", the interface allows a user to change output parameters and receive a configuration that best meets some specific performance constraints both in input and output. The user specifies which performance features to constrain and what values they should have. In order to find input parameters that meet output requirements, the interface performs a search over the changeable configuration parameters to find a configuration that gives the required performance tradeoffs. Notice that this usage of the neural network allows various coordination algorithms to be traded off against each other automatically. For example, if the user requests a descrease in bandwidth usage, the neural network can determine which algorithms to limit that bandwidth usage of to have the least impact on overall performance.
The user interface can be connected to an executing team allowing the user to monitor system performance and to change configuration during execution. Special data collection tokens sample the team to determine current performance measures and the state of the environment. When the user specifies a new performance tradeoffs or the environment changes, the neural network determines the best configuration for meeting the users needs and sends information tokens to all actors to get the new configuration initiated.
Addressing Specific Problems
Technically, because tokens completely encapsulate pieces of the overall coordination, it is feasible to examine individual tokens to determine whether that particular aspect of the coordination is working correctly. If not, or if the user has some particular preference for how that particular detaileds aspect should work, then the individual token can be extracted and modified (or its task taken over by a human.) Because of the independance of tokens, it is possible to extract any single token without effecting the behavior of the others. However, it is infeasible to have a human monitor all tokens and determine which are not performing to their satisfaction. Our approach is to instead have a model of expected token behavior and bring tokens to the attention of a human when the tokens behavior deviates from this model. Conceptually, this process corresponds to identifying details of coordination that may be problematic and bringing them to the attention of a human.
In practice, autonomously identifying coordination problems that might be brought to the attention of a human expert is imprecise. Rather than reliably finding poor coordination, the meta-reasoning must find potentially poor coordination and let the humans determine the actually poor coordination. (Elsewhere we describe the techniques that are used to ensure that this does not lead to the humans being overloaded [51] .) Notice that while we allow humans to attempt to rectify problems with agent coordination, it is currently an open question whether humans can actually make better coordination decisions than the agents. For example, when a task token travels to many actor repeatedly, it may be that no actor has the required capability for the task or that the task is overloaded. A human might cancel the task or find an alternative way of acheiving the same goal.
To evaluate the token-based approach we have developed both an abstracted simulator and a fully distributed implementation called Machinetta. The abstract simulator, called TeamSim represents tasks, information and resources as simple objects and uses simple queues for messages. It allows very rapid prototyping of algorithms and extensive testing to be performed.
Machinetta is an approach to building generic coordination software based on the concept of a proxy [22, 43] . Each team member is given its own proxy which encapsulates generic coordination reasoning. Plan templates are specified in XML and given to all the proxies. The proxy interacts with its team member via an abstracted interface that depends on the type of actor, e.g., for a robot it might be a simple socket while for a human it may be a sophisticated GUI. The proxies coordination together, using the token-based algorithms described above to implement the coordination. Machinetta proxies have been demonstrated to perform efficient, effective coordination with up to 500 distributed team members. They have been tested in several distinct domains and will be used as a part of a U.S. Airforce flight test in September 2005.
Results
In this section we present results of the individual token algorithms, the synergistic use of the algorithms and the human in the loop control. For results utilizing Machinetta refer to [50, 52, 49, 54] . Note that these results have for the most part been previously published elsewhere but are collected here to present a cohesive picture of the approach.
Task Allocation
To test the token based task allocation, we developed a simple simulator where actors are randomly given capabilities, independant of information or resources, for each of 5 types of task, with some percentage of actors being given zero capability for a type of task. For each time step that the agent has the task, the team receives ongoing reward based on the agent's capability. Message passing is simulated as perfect (lossless) communication that takes one time step. As the simulation progresses, new tasks arise spontaneously and the corresponding tokens are distributed randomly. The new tasks appear at the same rate that old tasks disappear, thus keeping the total number of tasks constant. This allows a single, fixed threshold for all tasks to be used throughout the experiment. Each data point represents the average from 20 runs. Figure 3 shows the performance of the algorithm against two competing approaches. The first is DSA, which is shown to outperform other approximate distributed constraint optimization algorithms for problems like task assignment [32, 16] ; we choose optimal parameters for DSA [65] . As a baseline we also compare against a centralized algorithm that uses a "greedy" assignment [5] . Results are shown using two different thresholds for the task tokens, T=0.0 and T=0.5. Figure 3(a) shows the relative performance of each algorithm as the number of agents is increased. The experiment used 2000 tasks over 1000 time steps. The y-axis shows the total reward, while the x-axis shows the number of agents. Not surprisingly, the centralized algorithm performs best but not dramatically better than the token based approach. The token based approach performs significantly better with a threshold of 0.5 than with no threshold. The real key to the comparison, however, is the amount of communication used, as shown in Figure 3(b) . Notice that the y-axis is a logarithmic scale; thus the token based approach uses approximately four orders of magnitude fewer messages than the greedy algorithm and six orders of magnitude fewer messages than DSA. The token-based approach performs better than DSA despite using far less communication and only marginally worse than a centralized approach, despite using only a tiny fraction of the number of messages.
Information Sharing Results
To evaluate the information sharing algorithms, we arranged agents into a network and randomly picked one agent as the source of a piece of information i and another as a sink (i.e., for the sink agent U (i) is very large). The sink agent sent out 30 information tokens (with T T L = 150) with information with a high Rel to i. Then the source agent sent out i and we measured how long it takes to get to the sink agent. In Figure 4 (b) we show a frequency distribution of the time taken for a network with 8000 agents. While a big percentage of messages arrive efficiently to the sink, a small percentage get "lost" on the network, illustrating the problem with a probabilistic approach. However, despite some messages taking a long time to arrive, they all eventually did and faster than if moved at random. We also looked in detail at exactly how many messages must be propogated around the network to make the routing efficient ( Figure 5 ). Again using 8000 agents we varied the number of messages the sink agent would send before the source agent sent i onto the network. Notice that only a few messages are required to dramatically affect the average message delivery time.
Sensor Fusion Results
To evaluate the sensor fusion approach we use a random network of 100 nodes. Nodes are randomly chosen as the source of relevant sensor readings. Information tokens propogate the sensor readings through the network and we measure the probability of getting a successful fusion given a fixed TTL ("hops" on xaxis of graph). Figure 6 shows two cases, one where all three sensor readings must be known to a single actor for fusion to be successful (labeled 3/3) and one where three of five readings must be known to a single actor for successful fusion (labeled 3/5). Notice that a relatively small TTL is required to have high probability of successful fusion. 1.0E+00
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Token-Based Algorithms Working Together
To evaluate the synergies between algorithms, due to the use of the P model, we configured TeamSim to simulate a group of 400 distributed UAVs searching a hostile area. Simulating automatic target detection rates 200 pieces of information, e.g., SAM sites, were randomly "sensed" by UAVs and passed around the team. Fifty plan templates, each with four independent preconditions were used on each of 100 trials. Each plan template had four tasks to be performed. Thresholds for the tasks tokens were set such that UAVs needed to be near the target or reconnasaince site to accept the task. Shared resources were airspace that the UAVs needed to fly through to complete their tasks. One resource token was created for each "voxel" of airspace. When all four tasks in a plan were completed, the team recieved a reward of 10. A maximum reward of 500 units (10 units x 50 plans) was possible.
Five variations of the integrated algorithm were compared. The most integrated algorithm used all types of plan tokens to update P . The least integrated algorithm moved tokens randomly to associates when it was decided to move a token. Three intermediate variations of the algorithm used only one type of token, resource, role or information, tokens to update the local routing model, P . Figure 7 shows the reward received by the team on the y-axis and the time on the x-axis. The Figure shows that the team recieved more reward, faster when using the integrated algorithm. Moreover, Figure 8 shows that less messages (on the y-axis) were required to get a fixed amout of reward (on the x-axis) for the integrated approach. Both Figures show that using any type of tokens to build a routing model is better than using no routing model at all. Finally, Figure 9 shows that the algorithm scales well with increased team size. In this case, the y-axis shows the average number of messages per agent required to achieve a certain amount of reward. Notice, there is some indication that the average number of messages goes down as the team gets bigger, but more work is required to determine under what conditions this holds and what the key reasons for it are.
Meta-Reasoning
We have evaluated both the low and high level aspects of the human-in-the-loop control of the large teams.
High Level Control Using TeamSim we were able to verify that the user was able to reconfigure a team online and get required changes in performance tradeoffs. The interface is connected directly with TeamSim, so that users can set team configurations and monitor team performance measures online. The user configures the team at the start of the mission. When performance changes are requested the offline features of the team performance model areneural network is used to find suitable reconfigurations. The team control interface and reconfiguration assistance were evaluated over 10 scenarios. Scenarios were selected to provide situations that would require users to reconfigure their team in order to meet performance targets. For example, in a mission involving a very large team Low Level Control To remove the need for many hours of human input, the interfaces for manipulating individual tokens were augmented with code that made decisions as if they were made by the human. These "human" decisions were made between five seconds and two minutes after control was transferred to the human. The experiments involved a team of 80 WASMs operating in a large environment. The primary task of the team was to protect a manned aircraft by finding and destroying surface-to-air missile sites spread around the environment. Half the team spread out across the environment searching for targets while the other half stayed near the manned aircraft destroying surface-to-air sites as they were found near the aircraft. Plans were simple, requiring a single WASM to hit each found target. If a target was not hit within three minutes of being found, this was considered abnormal plan execution and meta-reasoning would be invoked. Meta-reasoning was also invoked when a WASM was not allocated to hit any target for five minutes. These times are low, but reasonable since the simulation ran at approximately four times real-time. Finally, meta-reasoning was invoked when no WASM was available to hit a found target. Two human commanders were available to make meta-reasoning decisions (although, as discussed above there were not "real" human commanders). Six different scenarios were used, each differing the number of surface-toair missile sites. Each configuration was run ten times, thus the results below represent around 30 hours of simulation time (120 hours of real-time). As the number of missile sites increases, the team will have more to do with the same number of WASMs, thus we expected more meta-reasoning decisions. Figure 11 shows that the total number of meta-reasoning decisions does increase with the number of targets. Over the course of a simulation, there are around 100 meta-reasoning decisions or about one per agent. However, as Figure 12 shows, only about 20% of these get transferred to a human. The large number of decisions that are made autonomously is primarily because humans are not available to make those decisions. This suggests work may need to be done to prioritize decisions for a user, to prevent high priority decisions being left to an agent, while the user is busy with low priority decisions. However, an appropriate solution is not obvious, since new decisions arrive asynchronously and it will likely not be appropriate to continually change the list of decisions the human is working on. Finally, notice in Figure 13 that a large percentage of the meta-decisions are to potentially cancel long running plans. The large number of such decisions illustrates a need to carefully tune the meta-reasoning heuristics in order to avoid overloading the system with superfluous decisions. However, in this specific case, the problem of deciding whether to cancel a long running plan was the most appropriate for the human, hence the large percentage of such decisions for the human is reasonable. 
Related Work
Coordination of distributed entities is an extensively studied problem [9, 8, 24, 28, 55] . A key design decision is how the control is distributed among the group members. Solutions range from completely centralized [14] , to hierarchical [11, 20] to completely decentralized [60] . While there is not yet definitive, empirical evidence of the strengths and weaknesses of each type of architecture, it is generally considered that centralized coordination can lead to behavior that is closer to optimal, but more distributed coordination is more robust to failures of communications and individual nodes [3] . Creating distributed groups of cooperative autonomous agents and robots that must cooperate in dynamic and hostile environments is a huge challenge that has attracted much attention from the research community [25, 27] . Using a wide range of ideas, researchers have had moderate success in building and understanding flexible and robust teams that can effectively act towards their joint goals [6, 10, 22, 47] .
Tidhar [57] used the term "team-oriented programming" to describe a conceptual framework for specifying team behaviors based on mutual beliefs and joint plans, coupled with organizational structures. His framework also addressed the issue of team selection [57] -team selection matches the "skills" required for executing a team plan against agents that have those skills. Jennings's GRATE* [22] uses a teamwork module, implementing a model of cooperation based on the joint intentions framework. Each agent has its own cooperation level module that negotiates involvement in a joint task and maintains information about its own and other agents' involvement in joint goals. The Electric Elves project was the first human-agent collaboration architecture to include both proxies and humans in a complex environment [6] . COLLAGEN [46] uses a proxy architecture for collaboration between a single agent and user. While these teams have been successful, they have consisted of at most 20 team members and will not easily scale to larger teams.
Small Worlds Networks
Research on social networks began in physics [59, 2] . Gaston [17] investigate the team formation on type of social network structures can dramatically affect team abilities to complete cooperative tasks. In particular, using a scale-free network structure for agent team will facilitate team formation by balancing between the number of skill-constrained paths available in the agent organization with the effects of potential blocking. Pujol [41] compared the merits of small world network and scale free network in the application of emergent coordination.
Task Allocation Numerous task allocation algorithms have been proposed, although most do not consider costs (find only satisfying allocations) or scale very poorly with team size, or both. Symbolic matching techniques [57, 36] ignore costs completely which can have disastrous effects on team performance. Combinatorial auctions [21] are one approach that seek to minimize costs, but are impractical for very large teams due to the exponential number of possible bids and bottlenecks formed by centralized auctioneers. Forward-looking, decisiontheoretic models [33] can exploit task decomposition to optimally allocate and reallocate tasks, but also do not scale to very large teams due to the exponential size of the search space.
Complete distributed constraint optimization algorithms [32, 31] can find optimal solutions but require impractically long running times and unacceptably high amounts of communication. Some incomplete distributed constraint optimization algorithms [65] can be scaled to large teams, but these may also suffer from a high amount of communication, and has been outperformed by our approach in previous evaluations [34] .
Swarm-based approaches [48, 1, 4] provide a distributed, highly scalable way to perform task allocation and reallocation. Interestingly enough, these algorithms also rely on threshold-based computations. However, swarm algorithms rely directly on locally sensed stimuli to adjust thresholds and make decisions, while under our approach actors may use arbitrary information obtained locally or from other actors. This additional level of flexibility can be leveraged for better performance through synergistic interactions with the other algorithms presented here.
Human Control The approach of using sensitivity analysis of multilayer neural networks to provide inverse relationship from output to input have been applied in several areas. Especially, Ming Lu et al. [30] demonstrated a simple algorithm for using a sensitivity analysis of neural networks and X. Zeng et al. [62] provide theoretical results.
Peter Eggenberger et al. [13] investigated and introduced the idea of dynamic rearrangement of biological nervous systems. Their approach allows neural networks to have an additional mechanism to dynamically change their synaptic weight modulations and neuronal states during execution. [15] presented another idea of dynamic network that dynamically modifying network structure. The algorithms start with zero or small number of hidden nodes and later the network change its structure by the number of hidden nodes to find the structure that fit well with the target system. A. Parlos et al. [37] proposed a hybrid feedforward/feedback neural network for using to identify nonlinear dynamic systems. Dynamic backpropagation learning is demonstrated as the dynamic learning algorithm.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we have presented a novel approach to coordination based on the idea of tokens. We have showed how such algorithms can be very effective for scalable coordination, particularly when they are combined into an integrated algorithm. The homogeneity of the token-based approach allowed us to build a general meta-reasoning layer over the top of the flows of tokens. This metareasoning layer gives a user powerful tools for ensuring that the team fulfills their requirements. Future work will examine how to inject fault tolerance into these algorithms and how the precise details of the associates network affect behavior.
